P2’s Enterprise Upstream is an oil and gas specific financial and production management solution. Enterprise Upstream handles hydrocarbon accounting, volumes management, and business intelligence for E&P companies ranging from midsize independents to the super majors and national oil companies (NOCs).

Enterprise Upstream features the tightest enterprise-level integration of accounting and operations management in the upstream oil and gas industry. It provides a Tier 1 solution for marrying accounting and production management. From drilling, to production, to the terminal, tie your field operations, back office and volumes management together in one central database with Enterprise Upstream.

For joint ventures, Enterprise Upstream provides total integration and accuracy. Manage joint venture agreements, streamline volumetric partner accounting, automate production sharing agreement calculations, and settle revenue divisions easily in one system.

Enterprise Upstream’s tight integration provides a fast, efficient platform to keep one source of data intact across business units. Unlike competing products, no data is exported through interfaces if used with Oracle’s ERP platform. However, integration with thirdparty software is available for total flexibility of deployment.

Backed by teams of energy industry experts who understand the complexity of oil and gas financial information, data conversion and migration projects are both streamlined and designed to enforce data integrity.
Enterprise Upstream is used by several super majors and national oil companies from North America to the Middle East. Enterprise Upstream offers the flexibility to satisfy global government, regulatory, currency, infrastructure and local requirements. Enterprise Upstream can also handle metric and imperial units of measure, as well as report in multiple currencies. Because it is deployed through a Web browser, Enterprise Upstream provides high performance global access to data in a centralized environment.

**Benefits**

- **Provides faster access to consistent information**
  - Reporting tools and infrastructure provide a single, consistent version of information for the entire enterprise.
  - Datamart technology with flash replication of materialized views supports real-time information access.
  - Geo-business solutions create a fast, effective and efficient means for monitoring and managing location-based assets with tools to view, analyze and update geo-spatial data.

- **Meets complex business requirements**
  - Applications that offer the flexibility to satisfy government, regulatory, currency, infrastructure and local requirements.
  - A data set that contains the largest digital topographic base map in the world.

- **Lowers operating costs**
  - Web-deployed software reduces IT administration and maintenance costs.
  - Highly configurable applications minimize customization and lower implementation and support costs.
  - Cost-effective scalability to support the most demanding business growth requirements.

- **Streamlines conversion and integration of acquired properties**
  - Open architecture with hundreds of supported interfaces streamline data migration while enforcing data integrity.
  - Oracle Database and 9iAS (Interconnect) standardized technology accelerates legacy and third party application integration.

**Features**

- Integrates with Oracle E Business Suite.
- Interfaces with third-party software, including SAP.
- Can be deployed as an integrated package or as a point solution using selected modules.
- Can be installed on-site using company servers or can be delivered as a hosted solution to reduce IT costs.
- Supports metric and imperial units.
- Supports multiple currency reporting.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.